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Exclusive trademark rights are ordinarily limited both to the specific 

products or services in connection with they are used and to the 

territory of the country where protection is granted. Well known 

trademarks are exceptions to that general rule, as they may enjoy from 

an extra-territorial protection and, in some cases, from an exclusivity 

broader than the specific product or service to which they are related.  

 The protection of well known trademarks is assured in Brazil by two 

different means:  

 a) According to the Art. VI-bis of the Paris Convention of 1883 (hereinafter, the 

"Convention") 1, extra-territorial protection is granted in regard to the same product or 

service to those unregistered foreign trademarks that are proven to be well known in the 

country; and  

 b) Art. 67 of the Industrial Property Code (hereinafter, the "Code") assures an 

encompassing protection to those registered trademarks that are so well known within the 

country that its use by third parties in connection with other products and services may 

be deceptive as to the source of the item, or otherwise detrimental to the trademark owner 

activities.  

For many years, the Brazilian Patent and Trademark Office (known as its 

French counterpart by its acronym INPI) only enforced the second kind 

of protection, lacking statutory authorization to acknowledge the extra-

territorial reach of famous trademarks 2; the courts however could and 

often did recognize under the Convention the extraordinary scope of such 

mostly French trademarks as Cartier or Saint Laurent.  

Recently, INPI irrespective of any further statutory powers changed its 

procedure to acknowledge extra-territorial claims on well known 

trademarks. On the basis of a general provision of the Code stating that 

the agency could enforce fair competition practices, in some cases even 

the interests of previously unregistered trademark owners were found to 

prevail over new filings.  

The new procedures were brought out partially as result of bilateral 

administrative cooperation between France and Brazil, pursuant an 

Agreement signed in Paris in February 1981 3 A yearly meeting between 

French and Brazilian INPI has been reviewing those cases submitted to 

the attention of the authorities of either country, to assure special 

screening and enhanced analysis within the statutory limits.  

 

1 The Convention, to which Brazil is an original signatory, is in force since August 1992 through its 1967 Stockholm 

Revision, the same adopted by France and United States. 

2 Under Brazilian Constitutional and Administrative Law, the Executive Power is only empowered to take such actions 

as directly authorized by law; private persons, on the other hand, are allowed to do anything they are not prevented to 

do by law. 

3 I was in charge of negotiating this Agreement, in my capacity, at that time, of Special Assistant to the President of 

IPI and ad hoc Counsel to the President of Brazil, then visiting France. 



The various ongoing multilateral discussions concerning Intellectual 

Property 4 and particularly the unilateral trade procedures from United 

States led the Brazilian Government to send to Congress a new Industrial 

Property Code in March 1991, already approved by the Chamber of Deputies 

and forwarded to the Senate last June. The bill provides for more 

extended protection to well known, foreign unregistered trademarks.  

Protection of trade names is not assigned to the INPI, but to the various 

State Boards of Trade and, except for a special extension procedure to 

be filed in each state, restricted to the relevant territory. However, 

Article VIII of the Paris Convention assures international protection, 

irrespective of registration, to trade names of foreign firms.  

The courts have interpreted these provisions, in some egregious cases, 

in a most generous manner, exceeding the rather strict parameters 

generally extended to domestic firms. This judicial outstretching 

includes the consideration of the "signifying portion" of the trade name 

(in a hypothetical example, "Xerox") as the protected item, whereas for 

the administrative procedure the whole of the trade name (in our example, 

Xerox Corporation) is taken into consideration. Also, the trade name is 

made to prevail over trademarks, what under the Code in force is not too 

clear the case.  

A court action for annulment could be brought within the following five 

years, arguing inter alia the Paris Convention. Localized, damage 

controlling, initiatives could be (and should be) taken in relation to 

subsequent registrations or registration request; yet, to argue trade 

name protection under the domestic legislation, even shorter periods 

would be applied.  

The Convention, nevertheless, has in its Article VI-bis (but not in 

Article VIII) some wording to the sense that, in case of foreign well 

known trademarks, no statute of limitations shall apply if the 

registration was granted as result of bad faith.  

  

 

 

4 E.g., the Uruguay Round induced Trade Related Intelectual Property negotiations within GATT, and the negotiations 

before the World Intellectual Property Organization for the establishment of Patent and Trademark Hamonization 

Treaties.  


